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Hypothesis

• fiction and lies are assertions
• assertions are proposals to update common
ground
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Fiction ⇡ lying

• Snape killed Dumbledore
• I read all the abstracts this morning.

“Hesiod and Homer and the other poets . . .
composed false stories which they told people
and are still telling them.” (Plato, Republic II)

“he was after all a novelist . . . and a novelist was
simply a fellow who got paid to tell lies.” (Stephen

King, The Dark Half)



Violating the Maxim of Quality

“Try to make you contribution one that is true”
• Don’t worry about climate change, thanks to
Trump everything will be fine.
• flouting ) implicature ) irony
• I read the abstracts this morning
• speaker deceives hearer
• covert violation
• Snape killed Dumbledore
• non-deceptive/overt violation without
implicature?
• no violation? Quality Maxim suspended? not
assertion? true?



Bald-faced lies

https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FeMvQR-0VA
• lying without deception?

file:///Users/hubert/Downloads/godfather.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FeMvQR-0VA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FeMvQR-0VA


Lying vs fiction I: Fictional truth

• I read all abstracts this morning.
• false
• Snape killed Dumbledore
• truthvalueless? true? pretend-true?
true-in-the-fiction?

• Harry Potter killed Hermione
• false



Lying vs fiction II: The paradox of fiction

“suppose that you have a drink with a man who
proceeds to tell you a harrowing story about his
sister and you are harrowed. After enjoying your
reaction he then tells you that he doesn’t have a
sister, that he has invented the story. In this
case, we might say that the ‘heroine’ of the
account is fictitious. Nonetheless, once you have
been told this you can no longer feel harrowed.”
(Radford 1975)

• How can we be moved by the fate of Anna
Karenina?
• How can we refer to Anna Karenina?
• Anna Karenina is unhappy/fictional



Taking stock

• fiction ⇡ lies
• assertions of known falsehoods
• fiction 6= lies
• overt vs. covert violations
• fictional truths
• suspension of disbelief/emotional engagement



A semantic analysis of fiction or lies?

• Jsnow is whiteK = set of worlds in which snow is
white
• Jmy sister diedK = set of worlds in which
speaker’s sister died
• JOnce upon a time, there lived a dragonK = set
of worlds in which a dragon lived long before
utterance time

) semantics doesn’t distinguish between fact,
fiction, and lies



Problem of empty names

• compositionality + rigidity of names )
sentences involving fictional names express no
proposition
• Frodo is a hobbit
• Stella, my sister, died yesterday
• Frodo is a fictional character
• Frodo doesn’t exist
• Meinongian realism, modal fiction operator, free
logic, descriptive names,. . .
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Lying as assertion

• x lies to y that p iff
• x does not believe that p
• x intends for y to believe that px intends for y to
believe that p
• x asserts that px proposes to add p to the
common ground

• p is common ground iff
• x and y believe that p
• x and y believe that both believe that p
• x and y believe that both believe that both
believe that p
. . .



From belief to acceptance

“A speaker may presuppose what is untrue to
facilitate communication, as when an
anthropologist adopts the presuppositions of his
informants in questioning him.” (Stalnaker 1970)

“Successful communication is compatible with
presuppositions that are recognized to be false,
. . . Even the liar, if he really intends to
communicate, has to believe that the information
needed to interpret his lies will really be common
ground. So we might identify the common
ground with common belief about what is
accepted.”(Stalnaker 2002)



Acceptance

“to accept a proposition is to treat it as a true
proposition in one way or another – to ignore, for
the moment at least, the possibility that it is
false.” (Stalnaker 1984)

• acceptance does not entail belief
• acceptance is temporary, voluntary,
context-dependent, . . .
• e.g. “customer is always right”
• ⇡ commitment? (Brandom, Krifka, . . . )



Acceptance-based common ground

• x lies to y that p iff
• x does not believe that p
• x proposes to add p to the common ground
• p is common ground iff
• x and y accept that p
• x and y believe that both accept that p
• x and y believe that both believe that both
accept that p
. . . (cf. Stokke 2013)

• iff it is common knowledge that everybody accepts
that p
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Fiction as common ground update?

“A speaker may presuppose what is untrue to
facilitate communication, as when an
anthropologist adopts the presuppositions of his
informants in questioning him. Most innocent of
all are cases of fiction and pretending: speaker
and audience may conspire together in
presupposing things untrue.” (Stalnaker 1970)

• Sainsbury 2011: acceptance-relative truth
• Geurts 2017: commitment



Problem

interpreting fiction = updating common ground
between author and reader
• CRowling,Maier 3 Earth is round, brooms don’t fly,
wizards don’t exist, Harry Potter is fictional, . . .
• Nice weather isn’t it?
• Harry Potter is more famous than Sherlock
Holmes
• Snape killed a famous wizard



Separating common grounds

• fictional common ground 6= official common
ground
• consuming fiction = creating/updating unofficial,
temporary common ground
• cf. assumptions: “say the largest prime number is
n, . . . ”

• Cf. Stokke 2013, Eckardt 2014



Taking stock

• fiction and lies are assertions
• assertion = proposal to update common ground
• common ground = common knowledge of joint
acceptance
• lies are proposals to update official common
ground
• fictional statements are proposals to update
unofficial common ground



Against quarantine

• world knowledge carries over to fiction
• water in Middle Earth is H2O
• Holmes lived closer to Waterloo Station than to
Paddington Station

• normality assumed
• Frodo does not secretly have a robotic arm
grafted on by aliens

• familiar names in fiction refer to real referents
• 1984 is set in London
• War and Peace is about Napoleon



Information flow: non-fiction ; fiction

• information flows from official to unoffical
common ground
• cf. Lewis (1978), Bonomi & Zucchi 2003
• fictional common ground = set of worlds
compatible with the fiction that are maximally
close to the official common ground



Fiction ; non-fiction

• Sherlock is just a fictional character, invented
by Conan Doyle. He never really existed.
• I prefer the BBC’s Sherlock, played by Benedict
Cumberbatch, to Conan Doyle’s original
character.
• metafictional assertions are proposals to update
official common ground
• express speaker’s genuine beliefs
• about characters/events introduced in fictional
common ground
• What does Sherlock refer to?
• How does official common ground satisfy the
presuppositions of Sherlock



Other information flows

• (literary) fiction can convey truths about the
world
• cf. Bauer & Beck 2014
• fictions can reference (entities/events from)
other fictions
• even incompatible ones
• e.g. Doyle’s Sherlock vs BBC’s Sherlock vs
Elementary

• counterfictional imagining
• imagine what would happen if Sherlock had
become a linguist
• cf. Friend 2011, Maier 2017



Pretense theories of fiction

• assertion = proposal to update common
ground
• fiction = pretend assertion (Searle 1975, Kripke 2011)

• fiction = invitation to imagine (Walton 1990, Currie

1990)

• ⇡ invitation to update the imagination
component of hearer’s mental state
• modeled in Kamp’s (1990. . . 2017) Mental State
DRT (Maier 2017)



Psychologistic DRT

“DRT has from its earliest beginnings been a
theory that makes claims about the psychological
relevance of the forms in which human
interpreters compute and represent the semantic
content of the linguistic inputs they get, rather
than limiting itself to using those representations
solely for the purpose of making predictions
about the truth conditions of the sentences and
discourses for which they have been
constructed.” (Kamp 2015)



Attitude Description Theory
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Application

Frodo is a fictional character invented by Tolkien
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Conclusions

• fiction 6= lies
• fiction and lies are assertions
• assertion = proposal to update common ground
• common ground = common knowledge of joint
acceptance
• lie = proposal to update official common ground
• fiction = proposal to update unofficial common
ground

• open questions
• how to model ‘information flows’ between official
and unofficial common grounds?
• or perhaps fiction is not (Stalnakerian) assertion?
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